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Difficulties
A HASC member wanted a way to efficiently improve the quality of 

their contingent workforce. Manually sorting through resumes and 

job applications was a daunting task. The overarching goal of all 

health care systems is to achieve the highest level of patient care, and 

a very important contributing factor to that is successfully hiring the 

most highly qualified candidates. 



ShiftWise’s innovative, cloud-based staffing technology helps you find, 
manage, and ultimately keep quality healthcare talent. Here are ten 
features of ShiftWise’s VMS solution that can keep your healthcare 
facility’s staff up to your standards:

1. Automated notifications: Never miss a beat with automated,
personalized notifications that tell you everything you need to know.

2. Credential management: Get detailed notifications as to when an
employee’s continuing education credentials are expiring, and quickly
get them back on track.

3. Vendor tiering: Every client is provided with a personalized Account
Management Team that helps analyze your local market to find the
right staffing vendors for you.

4. Staff profiles: Need to know whose birthday is coming up soon? How
about past work experience? All of this and more is available with
comprehensive staff profiles.

5. Staff grading: Get a feel for how an employee is doing in their position
with widespread staff grading.

6. Workflow analytics: Gain visibility into every aspect of your workplace,
from open shifts to average hours worked.

7. Time slip reports: See when your employees normally punch in or out
on any given day.

8. Visit history: Get insight into who your daily visitors are with a detailed
visitor history.

9. Invoice reports: See when and how often invoices are being paid
across your facility.

10. Cost center reporting: See exactly where your money is going, helping
you decide whether changes need to be made.

11. Be prepared for the Joint Commission: Too many healthcare
employees, nothing is more nerve-wracking than a visit from the Joint
Commission. Their surveys, while absolutely necessary to ensure
quality, can be complex. Many healthcare facilities are caught off-
guard. With ShiftWise, this won’t be the case. ShiftWise helps you
stay prepared by managing employees’ expiring credentials, arranging
employee training, and tracking time-stamped activity. With ShiftWise,
you’ll always be expecting the unexpected.
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Material for Case Study/Research

• 5 tools to hire the highest qualified candidate

• Ways to boost the quality of your contingent labor with a VMS

• How data insights can help you improve contingent labor quality

• Temporary labor keeping you up at night? Call this your sleeping pill

• Book only the best with ShiftWise infographic

ABOUT SHIFTWISE

Leading healthcare systems nationwide pick ShiftWise to lower costs, ensure 
compliance, and improve quality when using flexible, temporary, and contract 
professionals. With an intuitive, web-based suite of applications and services that are 
highly flexible to the needs of each client, ShiftWise maintains a broad client base 
across the entire spectrum of healthcare providers and includes some of the most 
clinically advanced healthcare systems in the United States. ShiftWise is based in 
Portland, Oregon. Learn more about ShiftWise at www.shiftwise.com or find us on 
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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